
Alibaba says
profit up 132% 
SHANGHAI: Chinese e-commerce giant
Alibaba said yesterday that its net profit
soared 132 percent in an “outstanding” lat-
est quarter, prompting it to raise its pro-
jection for full-year revenue growth. Net
profit for the three months ending Septem-
ber 30 reached 17.67 billion yuan, ($2.67
billion), up from 7.62 billion yuan in the
same period of 2016, the company said.
“We had an outstanding quarter,” Chief Fi-
nancial Officer Maggie Wu said in a state-
ment. “This quarter we delivered excellent
results, with overall revenue growth of 61
percent demonstrating the robust momen-
tum in our core commerce business and
across the Alibaba economy.” 

Revenues in the second quarter of Al-
ibaba’s fiscal year came it at 55.1 billion

yuan, topping an analyst estimate of 52 bil-
lion yuan compiled by Bloomberg News.
The company was now raising its growth
forecast for revenues in the full fiscal year
to 49-53 percent, compared to a previous
expectation of 45-49 percent growth. Al-
ibaba, which has made billionaire founder
Jack Ma one of China’s richest men and a
global e-commerce icon, has been on a
tear, regularly beating revenue estimates
and watching as investors have driven its
New York-listed shares up 110 percent
since the start of the year. 

Investor optimism for the future has
been a key ingredient in the rally, with Al-
ibaba raising expectations as it continues
to adapt to, and profit from, the Chinese e-
commerce boom that it helped to ignite.
Future dividends are expected from heavy
investments in cloud computing, artificial
intelligence, financial systems, logistics, the
use of data to home in on consumer habits,
and Ma’s vision of using e-commerce to
revitalize traditional retail. —AFP
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SAN FRANCISCO: Apple Inc won accolades
from privacy experts in September for assuring
that facial data used to unlock its new iPhone X
would be securely stored on the phone itself. But
Apple’s privacy promises do not extend to the
thousands of app developers who will gain ac-
cess to facial data in order to build entertainment
features for iPhone X customers, such as pinning
a three-dimensional mask to their face for a
selfie or letting a video game character mirror
the player’s real-world facial expressions.

Apple allows developers to take certain facial
data off the phone as
long as they agree to
seek customer permis-
sion and not sell the data
to third parties, among
other terms in a contract
seen by Reuters. App
makers who want to use
the new camera on the
iPhone X can capture a
rough map of a user’s
face and a stream of more than 50 kinds of facial
expressions. This data, which can be removed
from the phone and stored on a developer’s own
servers, can help monitor how often users blink,
smile or even raise an eyebrow.

That remote storage raises questions about
how effectively Apple can enforce its privacy
rules, according to privacy groups such as the
American Civil Liberties Union and the Center
for Democracy and Technology. Apple maintains
that its enforcement tools - which include pre-
publication reviews, audits of apps and the
threat of kicking developers off its lucrative App
Store - are effective. The data available to de-

velopers cannot unlock a phone; that process re-
lies on a mathematical representation of the face
rather than a visual map of it, according to doc-
umentation about the face unlock system that
Apple released to security researchers.

But the relative ease with which developers
can whisk away face data to remote servers
leaves Apple sending conflicting messages: Face
data is highly private when used for authentica-
tion, but it is sharable - with the user’s permis-
sion when used to build app features. “The
privacy issues around of the use of very sophis-

ticated facial recognition
technology for unlocking
the phone have been
overblown,” said Jay
Stanley, a senior policy
analyst with the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union.
“The real privacy issues
have to do with the ac-
cess by third-party de-
velopers.”

The use of face recognition is becoming
ubiquitous on everything from social networks
to city streets with surveillance cameras. Berlin
law enforcement officials in August installed a
facial recognition system at the city’s main rail-
way station to test new technology for catching
criminals and terrorists. But privacy concerns
loom large. In Illinois, Facebook Inc faces a law-
suit over whether its photo tagging suggestions
violated a state law that bars the collection of
biometric data without permission. Facebook
says it has always been clear with users that it
can be turned off and the data for it deleted.

Privacy experts say their concerns about

iPhone X are not about government snooping,
since huge troves of facial photographs already
exist on social media and even in state motor
vehicle departments. The issue is more about
unscrupulous marketers eager to track users’
facial expressions in response to advertise-
ments or content, despite Apple’s contractual
rules against doing so. App makers must “ob-
tain clear and conspicuous consent” from users
before collecting or storing face data, and can
only do so for a legitimate feature of an app,
according to the relevant portions of Apple’s
developer agreement that Apple provided to
Reuters. 

Apple’s iOS operating system also asks users

to grant permission for an app to access to any
of the phone’s cameras. Apple forbids develop-
ers from using the face data for advertising or
marketing, and from selling it to data brokers or
analytics firms that might use it for those pur-
poses. The company also bans the creation of
user profiles that could be used to identify
anonymous users, according to its developer
agreement.

“The bottom line is, Apple is trying to make
this a user experience addition to the iPhone X,
and not an advertising addition,” said Clare
Garvie, an associate with the Center on Privacy
& Technology at Georgetown University Law
Center in Washington. —Reuters
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CALIFORNIA: In this file photo, Phil Schiller, Apple’s senior vice president of worldwide marketing, an-
nounces features of the new iPhone X, including Face ID, at the Steve Jobs Theater on the new Apple
campus, in Cupertino, California. —AP

Facebook vows
to curb abuse
SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook on Wednesday re-
ported that profits leapt on booming revenue from
online ads in the third quarter, topping investor
forecasts and buoying shares already at record
highs. The leading social network said it made a
profit of $4.7 billion in the quarter that ended on
September 30, a jump of 79 percent from the same
period a year earlier. Chief executive Mark Zucker-
berg used the update to address criticism of Face-
book for allowing disinformation and manipulation
during the 2016 US presidential election, hours after
the company’s top lawyer faced a grilling at a
Washington congressional hearing.

“Our community continues to grow and our
business is doing well,” Zuckerberg said. “But none
of that matters if our services are used in ways that
don’t bring people closer together. We’re serious
about preventing abuse on our platforms.  We’re
investing so much in security that it will impact our
profitability. Protecting our community is more
important than maximizing our profits.” Facebook
shares that ended the day up 1.4 percent to

$182.66 but retreating in after-market trades to
$179.25. Investor enthusiasm may have been tem-
pered by rising costs at the California-based in-
ternet giant and executives stressing the company
is firmly in “investment mode” while predicting ad
growth will slow. 

“They made a ton of money but the Russia in-
vestigation is clearly putting a cloud over every-
thing for the moment,” said independent analyst
Rob Enderle. “Sometimes it just takes a trigger
event to cause a bunch of people to take their
profit and go someplace else, especially if they
have decided this is as good as it is going to get
at Facebook for a while.” The analyst added that
some investors might be worried that the probed
into Russia meddling with US politics will result
in regulation on social networks that might hurt
profitability.

Investment mode 
Expenses rose to $5.2 billion from $3.9 billion in

the same quarter last year, and headcount at the
company was up 47 percent to 23,165 employees.
“We will continue to invest aggressively in the many
opportunities we see ahead,” Facebook chief finan-
cial officer David Wehner said during an earnings
call with analysts. Zuckerberg outlined investment
priorities that included video content, which he de-
scribed as the biggest trend at Facebook. —AFP


